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WHERE ARE FACTS? 
-- A CASE FOR INTERNAL FACTIJAL REALISM 

XINLIWANG 

1. Introduction 

Wbat exists in the wotld? Are there only simple enttttes like objects, 
properties, and relations, or are there also complex entities like events, 
situations, and facts? Against the background of tradicional Aristotelian 
metaphysics, which pictures reality as consisting of the aggregate of mu
tually independent individual objects or things, the outstanding innova
tion of Wittgenstein's ontology is his characterization of the world as an 
aggregate of facts, not of things (Tractat11s, I, I.I). Facts are generically 
different from things or objects. Facts are usually regarded as com plex 
entities consisting of objects, properties, and externa! relations which 
either relate a property to an object (say, John is bald) or connect sev
era! objects (say, John is taller than Joe). Facts are not simply the aggre
gate of objects; they are objects standing in relations to each other. Facts 
are configurations of objects. Followi.ng Wittgenstein, the later Russell 
claims, ''The wotld contains facts." That facts exist is one of those 
''truism... so obvious that it is almost laughable to mention them. ,, 
(Russell 1918, pp. 182, 183). 

If the wotld is a totality of facts, what sorts of facts exist in the world? 
Where are facts? Especially, what is the ontological status of facts? To put 
it more specifically: (a) are facts linguistic or extra-linguistic entities? (b) 
lf facts are extra-linguistic entities, are they mind independent or relative 
t~ languages, theories or conceptual schemes? Among ali the three pos
stb~e responses to these questions, each has sorne patrons. There are 
P~osophers who treat facts as linguistic entities by identifying facts 
wtth true propositions. There are externa! factual realists who regard 
facts as extra-linguistic, mind-independent wotldly items existing in the 
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world as it is.1 There are interna! factual realists who claim that, although 
facts are neither in the world as it is, nor in a language, facts are real and 
exist in a world under consideration.2 

Compared with other two positions, the case for interna! factual re
alism has not yet been fully made and badly needs clarification and de
fense. I intend to provide such a full case for it in this paper. To do this, I 
need fust to clarify the notion of fact (section 2), and then to dismiss the 
other two alternatives (sections 3 and 4). After that, I present an interna! 
factual realistic interpretation of facts in section 5. 

2. Many Faces of Facts 

Like most central notions in philosophy, the notion of facts is an
noyingly ambiguous. It is not hard at ali to provide accepted specimens 
of the category of facts: the fact that Napoleon was born in Corsica, the 
fact that water is composed of HzO, or the fact that the Moon is there. 

But, what commonality, if any, enables ali these cases to be qualified as 
f acts? 

In ordinary discourse, we undoubtedly use the term ''fact'' in a great 
number of ways. Facts may be opposed to fiction, fancy or imagination; 
opposed to theory, belief or supposition; or opposed to evaluation, 
judgment or preference. We use the cognate term ''factual'' to suggest 
something settled, accepted, or unquestionable, as something contrasted 
with opinions. The common-use category of facts includes almost all that 
exists in the world. The realm of fact may be constituted by ali existing 
spatio-temporal entities, such as particulars, happenings, situations; o r 
the realm may include, in addition to above spatio-temporal entities, ex
isting abstract entities such as properties, relations, categories, etc. By 
''facts," I certainly not mean this big Santa's bag containing almost any 
and ali beings. 

In philosophical discussion, ''fact'' usually refers to sorne sorts of 
complex entities, such as states of affairs, events, happenings, processes, 
situations, true propositions, even the objects of propositional attitudes 
or assertions. The simple entities, such as particulars, relations and 
properties, are excluded from the realm of facts. Besides sorne specific 
difficulties with identifying facts with one or more than one of these 

1 I use "the world as it is" to refer to the mind-independent world. 
2 1 use " the world under consideration" to refer to a mind-depeodent world. 
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complex eotities, the problem with this usage of the term is that it 
causes more coofusions than it is supposed to clarify. Notions of state of 
affairs, events, or situations are the concepts at the same analytical level 
as the ootion of facts. These notions themselves are as annoyingly am
biguous as the notion of fact. For these reasoos I will not intend to use 

''facts'' in this second sense either. 

The third and the most significant sense of ''facts'' is revealed by th e 
syotactic form of the expression we use to state or specify facts. There is 
a general agreement among philosophers that facts are expressible o n /y 
by means of complex symbols, e.g., these linguistic symbols that can b e 
used after ''that'' to form ''that-clauses," such as sentences or other re
lated expressioos which can be used in their own right to make state
meots. In fact, this thesis is a basic assumption underlying Wittgenstein 
and Russellian doctrine that facts are not named or referred but can only 
be stated or asserted (Russell 1918, pp. 187-188, 200). As Austin (1950, 
pp. 116-117) and Strawson (19 50, p. 136) have o bserved, the term ''fact'' 
is wedded to that-clauses by which we symbolize facts. In English, w e 
state facts primarily in the following types of sentences or expressions: 
'~e fact is that S''; 'That S is a fact''; ''It is a fact that S"; ''S: that is a fact''; 
''a/the fact that S." The that-clauses in terms of which we symbolize facts 
are neither symbols of objects, nor symbols of the properties of an 
object, nor symbols of relations between objects. If Othello believes 
that Desdemona in fact loves Cassio, then what Othello believes is not 
Desdemona or Cassio, nor Desdemona's !ove for Cassio, but that 

Desdemona loves Cassio. Furthermore, that-clauses by which we sym
bolize facts seem not to be the symbols of events or states of affairs in 
the usual sense. Suppose that Jennifer had her first pregnancy at 25 years 
old. Then Jennifer's first pregnancy is an event (occurring during a pe
riod of time), not a fact. Sometimes we do say that Jennifer's fust preg
nancy is a fact (in the sense that what is done or what has happened). 
However, the fact that we express by meaos of the expression 
''Jennifer's fust pregnancy'' (sounds like a referring expression) is not 
her first pregnancy, but that Jenny had a pregnancy that was her first 
pregnancy. Therefore, this third sense of the term ''facts'' is different 
&~m the two senses mentioned above. It represents an additional, 
nn1que sense f th th · . rom e o er two, even if there may be sorne overlap-
Plng meanings among them. 

On the basis of above considerations, I here propose to restrict our 
USe of the term ''facts'' in this third sense, that is, facts as entities that are 
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specified (not just stated or asserted, not referred or described) by 
that-clauses. I refer to this use as a mioimal sense of the term ''facts." This 
specific philosophical use of the term ''fact'' arises as an extension and 
modificatioo of the common-use of the term in ordinary discourse and 
differs from other uses in philosophical discussions. 

Semaotically, there has been a conceptual · coonectioo between the 
notion of truth and the ootion of facts. According to Wittgenstein's cor
respondeoce theory of truth, a statemeot is true if and only if it depicts a 
fact. Por Russell, facts are what make propositions (Russellian proposi
tions) true if they are true. Hence propositions, when true, would be 
identical to facts. For Bolzano, a fact is the state of affairs which exists, o r 
a true proposition. Although differeot philosophers have differeot con
cepts of truth and facts, and connect them in different ways-- either 
taking the ootion of truth as primitive or taking the ootion of facts as 
primitive--ooe thing seems to be common among them. That is, facts 
can only be specified by true statements. 

In many contexts of ordinary discourses, ''it is a fact that S'' can be re
formulated into ''it is true that S'' without losing the proper fuoction of 
the former. Por instance, to say that it is a fact that the earth is round is to 
say that it is true that the earth is round. As Max Black poiots out, the 
phrase ''it is a fact'' in these contexts serves simply as ao emphatic device 
for assertioos. Its occurrence marks the speaker's commitmeot to the 
truth of an implied subassertioo, e.g., that-clause following the phrase 
(Black 1964, pp. 31-33). 

In addition, there is no other way to specify a fact except by meaos 
of sorne true contingeot statement. Facts are abstract and are oot per
ceivable as things or eveots are. ''We note that when a detective says 'let 
us look at the facts' he does oot crawl rouod the carpet, but proceeds to 
utter a string of statements'' (Austin 1950, p. 117). Pacts caonot be speci
fied by descriptive expressions. The phrase ''the whiteness of the 
flower'' cannot be used to specify the fact that the flower is white, and 
the expressioo ''Romeo's love for Juliet'' does not specify the fact that 
Romeo !oves J uliet. A fact is neither a property nor a relation, but a 
complex uoit which includes object, property or relation as its constitu
en ts.3 This is the reason why Strawsoo claims that to say that it is a fact 

3 Of course, to say that a fact cannot be specified by a descriptive expressioo 
does not mean that a fact cannot be described. We do describe a fact when we say 
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. tter of stating rather than referriog or describing (Strawson 
that S 15 a ma . 

l34). Purthermore, not all statements can be used to spec1fy 
1950, P· f · h · · fi d b kn f l 

1 · kward to say that a act 1s w at 1s spec1 1e y a own a se facts. t 15 aw . 
t lt is no less awkward to say that a fact can be spec1fied by a statemen · 

trUthvaluele5s sentence, such as to say that it is a fact that the present 

emperor of China is bald. . 
In conclusion, facts are specified and can only be spec1fied by true 

t5 We can explaio a category only by reference to the mode of statemen · . . 
th ht by which we specify 1t. A category 1s merely the concept of one 

oug · · f f · · f' d type of entity which 1s so spec1fied. The category o acts 1s s~ec1 1e 
ni by the making of true statements; heoce facts are nothiog but 

:h:tever true statements specify. Therefore, I propose the f ollowing 
initial deftnition of the ootion of fact: 

Def. A fact is a complex eotity specified by a true statement. 

¡ will call thi5 concept of fact ''the mioimal concept of fact." It is minimal 
in the sense that it does not tell us what kind of entity a fact is except it is 
a complex entity. To say that a fact is a complex entity which a true 
statement specifies is not to say (a) that a fact is identical to a true 
proposition; (b) that a fact is what makes a statemeot true, or a fact is 
what &orresponds to a true statement; or (c) that a fact is what a true 
statement sla/es. Ali we know so far is that a fact is a complex entity 
spccified by a true statement. So the definition leaves plenty of room for 
various interpretatioos of the nature of a fact. 

3. External Factual Realism • 

Externa! factual realism commits itself to the existence of mind
indcpendent facts. Conceptually and historically, this version of realism 
has been closely attached to a version of the correspondence theory o f 
truth, i.e., the doctrine that a statement is true if and only if it corre
sponds to a mind-independent extra-linguistic fact. Early Wittgenstein's 
and Russell's philosophies provide us with good examples of externa! 
factual realism, whose basic doctrines can be summarized as follows: (a) 
thc wodd is the totality of fixed facts; (b) facts are mind-independent 
CZb:a-linguistic entities; and (c) truth consists in correspondence to such 
facts or such facts make statements true. 

~ tbe fact that S is important. But wbat specify tbe fact that S is that-clause, e.g., tbat 
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If facts exist in the world as it is, where are they? Are facts perceiv
able concrete entities or non-perceivable abstract entities? Factual natu
ralism contends that facts are concrete mind-independent entities 

(locatable either in space or in time, and observable) existing in the uni
verse. Factual ontologism c]aims that facts are abJtract mind-
independent entities (not locatable either in space or ;.., ttºme and , ~ , not 
observable). 

3.1 Factual Naturalism 

For fact-naturalists, (a) a fact exists in the universe as a spatio

temporal entity and/ or is observable. So facts are no less real than an 
object like a rabbit. (b) These concrete facts are real ''objective nonlin

guistic correlates" to true statements. If we look at the various categories 
that have sorne affmity with concrete facts, we usually come up such no

tions as those of particulars (Jocatable), happeoings / events / episodes 
/ process {datable), or situations (obJervable). 

A. Facts As (Locatable) Particulars 

For sorne fact-naturalists, facts are as concrete as individual o bjects 

are. They are locatable and/ or datable as well as obJervable. One ver
sion of fact-naturalism is presented by Charles Baylis in his exemplifica

tion theory of truth (Baylis 1948). According to this theory, the corre
spondence between true propositions and facts is not sorne sort of ab
stract unspecified relation as many philosophers believe, but rather a 

species of exemplification. Facts embody or exemplify the abstract 
propositions which they make true just as particulars (a red flower) ex
emplify the abstract properties (being red) which they instantiate. In 

this way, Baylis' facts are def10ed as individuals that exemplify proposi
tions. Any concrete individual can be singularly referred to. So, o n 

Baylis' view, facts are objects of singular reference. 

An immediate problem with Baylis' facts is how we are to symbolize 
such an alleged concrete fact, for example, the fact that Caesar is dead, so 
that the reference to this fact is secured? Presumably the fact canoot be 
stated by a sentence since a declarative sentence itself cannot be used to 
refer. When we sometimes use a sentence to refer to something, we ac
tually transform the sentence into a correlated singular referring expres
sion although the speaker may not realize such an undergoing transfor-
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mation (Clark 1975). For the ~act that. Caesar died, there are many differ-
nominaliziog transformattons which turn the sentence ''Caesar died'' 

ent e . · · b . to correlated singular reiernng express1ons: 1t can e transformed into 
lll . ''C ' d h" . the singular referring express1on, aesar s eat ; or 1nto ''Caesar's dy-
ing''; or into ' 'Caesar's being dead." However, what are expressed by 

these singular referciog expressions are different from what is expressed 
by the statement that Caesar is dead. ''Caesar's death'' refers to an e ven t 
that occurred at a time; ''Caesar's dying'' refers to a proceJJ that was 

protracted for a time; ''Caesar's being dead'' refers to the enduring ter

minal stale that is neither dated nor protracted, but is observable. It is 
true that the existence of the event, the process and the state is depend

eot on a correlated fact that Caesar died, which, for this reason, can b e 
called ''fact-correlates." But, the fact-correlates are not themselves the 

facts with which they are correlated. The fact that Caesar died is neither 
the evcnt, e.g., Caesar's death, nor the process, e.g., Caesar's dying, and 
oor the state, e .g., Caesar's being dead. The fact that Caesar died is ab

sttact since it is not locatable, datable or observable, but its fact
correlatcs, namely, the event, the process, and the state are concrete 
since they are datable or observable. Can we date the fact that Caesar 

ctied? Obviously not since it is a fact that Caesar died in the past, at pres
ent and in the future. Can we locate the fact? The fact is not located in the 
room wherc Caesar died or the grave where Caesar was buried. Can w e 
observe the fact? Somebody might say yes since his contemporaries 
were able to observe the dead body of Caesar. But to say that to observe 
Caesar's dead body is to obseroe the fact that Caesar died is to confuse 

the object-perceptio n with the object of a propositional attitude. Surely 
you can see the dead body of Caesar (object-perception), but how can 
fOU 111 that Caesar died? In fact, the transition from ''see the dead b o d y 
of Caesar'' to "s th t C di d'' · 1 ee a aesar e 1nvo ves a process of inference as 
follows· what ali · ·. you actu y see 1s the dead body of Caesar, and by seeing it 
you bi/ieve that Caesar died or the observation of Caesar's dead b o d y 
causes your belief th t c di d s L._ a aesar e . o the fact that Caesar died can only 
uc '"' object oif b /'o# • COUnc if . a eire_¡, instead of the objecl of sense perception. Of 
JOU ~ you like, you can still say that we can see that Caesar died. But 
k., Th:ve to remember that "see that" here actually means ''believe 

erefore Bayli ' f: th . . flarase • s acts at are expressed by s10gular referr1ng 

Th
s are surely concrete, but they are not the facts as we have de-

• e facts ifi d b re~ spec e Y that-clauses cannot be the objects of singu-
1;erence. Fact . s are not concrete parttculars. 
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B. Facts As (Datable) Happenings 

If facts are not simple entities such as particulars, facts can still be 
complex concrete entities as happenings (events, episodes, or proc
esses) as long as they are datable. For example, we might say that the 
Tiananmen Square event, e.g., the Chinese govemment cracking clown 

pro-democracy movement, occurring at Beijing on the 4th of Juoe of 
1989, is a historical fact; the historical process of dinosaurs ruling the 

earth happening many millions ago is a fact; the event of Napoleon 
meeting his Waterloo is a fact, etc. We may label events, processes 0 r 
episodes as happenings, in the sense that they are all datable. 

Troubles arise from identifying facts with concrete happenings. First, 
any happening occurs and ceases in time, but whatever is a fact remains 
a fact forever and therefore transcends time (in spite of sorne facts are 

facts with regard to a particular time). The Tiananmen Square event oc
curred at Beijing in 1989. When and where is the fact that the Chinese 

government cracked down the pro-democracy movement at Beijing in 

1989 occurs? At Beijing in 1989 you might answer. Surely not, because it 
is the event of the Chinese government cracking down the pro

democracy movement that occurred at Beijing in 1989, not the fact that 
the Chinese government cracked down the pro-democracy movement 

at Beijing in 1989 occurred in 1989, since it is the fact even today (but the 
event does not occur today). Second, when we sometirnes treat events 
are facts, we actually mean that it is a fact that such-and-such event took 
place. When we say that it is a fact that the Chinese government cracked 

clown the pro-democracy movement at Beijing in 1989, we are actually 

declaring this event to be a fact (it is real or it is true, instead of a rumor 
or the Western propaganda), rather than saying of the event that it is a 
fact or redescribing the event as a fact. To declare an event to be a fact 
is to confirm the reality of the event rather than to identify the event as a 
fact. This is the reason why a fact cannot be a concrete, datable or locat
able entity since the fact, as a confirmation of the reality of an event, is an 

assertion and an assertion itself is not datable or locatable. 

Third, we can reach the same conclusion from the distinction be
tween fact-correlates and correlated facts. According to this interpreta
tion, an event is correlated with a fact. This event can be called a fact-

• 

correlate since its existence depends on the fact with which the event is 
correlated. No matter how closely correlate with a fact, the fact-correlate 
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t f:act So from that a fact-correlate is concrete entity it does 
·~ Jf is no ª · • 
-..te ll that the correlated fact is concrete entity. On the contrary, 
oot fo ow · · th f f the correlated fact 1s abstract entlty does the tru o a set o 
idst because . 
,- -correlates depend on the correlated fact. For example, cons1der the 

:: that Hitler died. Correlated with this fact, there are a set of ~act-
_,.. ch as the event that is Hitler's death, the process of Hitler couaates, su . 

. d the state of Hitler being dead. The ex1stence of ali three fact-

::.:s depends on the fact that Hitler died in the sense that they 

the fact· if there were no such a fact ali three fact-correlates 
ftttSUppose ' . . 
~ not exist. Tbis fact, as a necessary .pres~p.p~s1tton of its fa~t-

__ 1 .. t has to be abstract entity; otherwtse, if 1t is a concrete ent1ty 
~~es, . 

· at some time (for instance, at the moment when Hitler was 

~n bow can the existence of the process of Hitler dying depend 

08 
thls unhappened event? (Unless a causal chain can be reversed!) 

c. Pacts As (Observable) Situations 

A naturalist may acknowledge that facts are not at all like particulars 
or happenings. Indeed they are very unlike one another: we can speak 

of the physical properties, such as weight, color, texture, or location o f 
particulars or happenings, but it makes no sense to speak of these 

physical properties of facts. Even so, facts are still concrete in the sense 
tbat they are observable through our sense perceptions as are particu
Jan or happenings. Here, naturalists may well appeal to another criterion 

of concreteness of entities, that is, observability. For clarity, let us re
strict our analysis below to so-called existencial facts that sorne factual 
naturalists regard as typical observable facts. It is claimed that there are 
existential facts about the existencial states of sorne perceivable objects, 

such as the fact that the moon exists in the sky. According to this rea
soniog, the fact that the moon is there is nothing but the existence of the 
moon. To perceive the existence of the moon is to perceive the m o o n 
itscJf. Therefore, the fact that the moon is there is perceivable, since the 
moon is perceivable. 

Thc above argument is fallacious. The first premise of the argument 
identifics the fact that F exists with F's existence. The phrase ''the exis
talce of F' sounds like a descriptive phrase. That seems to suggest that a 
~ can be described. But this is a misunderstanding. The phrase "the 
~ce of F'' has a special status that is different from other similar ex
ptesaons such as ''the death of Caesar'' or ''the love of Romeo to Juliet." 

• 
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These latter expressions are descriptive phrases since ''the death'' 0 r 
''the love'' is a property of the subject in question, e.g., Caesar or Romeo 
In contrast, as Kant points out correctly in his objection to the ontolo ·~ 
cal argument for the existence of God, ''the existence'' is not a prope~ 
of a subject. So ''the existence of F'' is not a real descrip tive phrase. As ~ 
matter of fact, the phrase ''the existence of F" is only an abbreviation of a 
that-clause, e.g., that F exists. Therefore, by identifying F's existence wi th 
the fact that F exists <loes not make any substancial progress on naturalist 
side. 

According to the second premise, to perceive an object F is to per 
ceive the existence of F or the fact that F exists. If the identification of F's 
existence to the fact that F exists were idle, then the identification 0 f 
perceiving the object F to perceiving the existence of F would be totally 
wrong due to a confusion between object-perception (perceiving an 
object F) and state-perception (perceiving that F is there). Sommers 
m.akes this distinction very clear: ''When we see a cat, we see something 
alive or dead, male or female. But what we see when we see that a cat is 
there is nooe of those things. Indeed to allow that a fact like the cat (no t) 
being there as something we observe is to give up the idea that what we 
observe must have the features of physical objects'' (Sommers 1994, p. 
36, notes). Considering a negative fact will drive the point to home. If the 
fact that a rabbit is not there is the same as the oonexistence of the r ab
bit, theo how can you perceive the nonexistence of the rabbit? by pe r
ceiving a rabbit that is not there? The point is, as Kant has taught us, the 
existence or nonexistence of F is not a property of F that exists or not 
exists. Then how can we perceive a p roperty that does not present in 
the universe? 

The failure of the above factual oaturalist argument for the observable 
existencial facts4 strengthens our belief that facts are not concrete. If so, 

4 Sommers (1994) tries to save the naive naturalist belief in concre te 
(observable) facts by offering a "robustly" realist account of existence and nonexis t
cncc. f'o.r Sommers, the cxistential states of objects are not the p.rope.rties of the ob
jects; instead, they are the properties of the world or about the existential statc of tbe 
world uoder consideration as a whole. Therefore, the fact that the moon exists (oc 
the existcoce of the moon) is not a fact in the world under consideration, but is ª 
fact of this world. This is the rcasoo why the search for concrete facts in the world is 
doomed to failure sioce facts are oot in the world anyway. Sommers therefore clai~s 
that a fact-natu.ralist is not committed to the doctrine that facts a.re in the universe 1.º 
order for they to be concrete. Jnstead, to say that the fact that the moon is there 15 

concrete is, not to say that tbe existence of the moon is a property of the moon and 
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. uld be foolish to demand specimens of concrete facts, as could b e 
rt\VO . . . fu . f hibited li.ke lioos 111 a zoo; 1t 1s con s1on to suppose, as act-oaturalists 
:Ve done, that facts can be discovered by taking a sharp look at the 

universe. 

3.2 Factual Ontologism 

1 have argued that facts cannot be equated with any mind
independent concrete spatiotemporal entities in the universe. However, 
it does not follow that facts are not themselves mind-independent enti
ties in the wotld . It is possible to maintain consisten tly both beliefs that 
there are mind-independent facts in the world as it is, and that facts are 
not concrete entities in the universe. This is what is claimed by fact
ontologism, according to which facts exist as mind-independent abstract 

entities in the world as it is. 

Preoccupation with the facts specified by that-clauses leads us to 
suppose that the most plausible candidate for a mind-independent ab
stract fact can be found in the Wittgensteinian correspondence theo ry 
of truth: a statement is true if and only if it corresponds to an extra
linguistic fact. This fact-based correspondence theory seems to give us 
both the reason why facts are needed as a metaphysical category in its 
own rigbt and a deftnition of fact an ootologist factualist needs: facts are 
aeeded for true statements to correspond to; a fact can be defined as an 
extra-linguistic complex entity, whatever it is, that makes a statem ent 
tNe or to which the statem~nt corresponds when it is true. In this sense, 

hence is perceivable, rather to say that tbe existence of the moon is a property of the 
world or an observable state of the physical eovi.roomeot. 

In my opinion S ' · · f · a . , ommers 1nterpretat1on o extsteoce represents a real progress 
.._ mC:Uphystcs. Unfortunately, it <loes not shed much light on thc issue of concrete 
--.tw ID hand S d · dalt F . · ommer~ oes not malee tt clear at all how we can perccive the fact 
tt.e ~ (or the existeoce of F) by perceiving the observable existential state of 

wo d under considerati'on l f · · d' ·d al · · ._ f . · we cannot eveo perce1ve an in 1v1 u ex1stent1al 
o an object F ho · h . . 1\e b • w can we perce1ve t e extstential state of the world as a whole? 
gap etween obJ. ect-p · d · . 11' •ttrib . . e.rcept1on ao state-percept1on does not dtsappear because 

Qa briu~dng extstence to the wocld instead of to the objects. It is still not clea.r h ow 
ge the gap b . ia ternas o f refcr y ou.r s.e~se percepttons only (We can of course bridge the 

daece) A th ence: perce1vmg a cat as an object leads to the belief that a cat ro; th no .er problem witb Sommers' solution is that bis defense is at most 
e existence of · · 1 but concrete existen tta facts (the fact has the form that F ex-

not good for th kind f f IOllllY is bl . ~ e.r s o acts, such as the fact that 2 + 2 = 4, the fact that 
ooming 1° China du.riog 1990s, etc. 
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the fact-based correspondence theory of truth serves also as 
a corre

spondence theory of facts. I will call the notion of fact o1ven b f 
b d ~ Y act-

ase correspondence theory of truth the correspondence notion 
0 

facls, and the facts lhe correspondence facls. It is clear whe R f 
ºd th f · · · n usseU sat at acts are the kind of enttttes that make propositions t 

h 
rue, he 

meant t e correspondence facts. 

Any attempt to justify the notion of correspondence facts q · kl 
. th UlC y 

runs mto e same difficulties faced by any fact-based correspo d 
. . . n ence 

notton of truth. If a fact is an enttty to which a true statement corre-
sponds, then we need an explanation of the notion of correspondence 

an~ that. of truth. Attempts to explain correspondence to facts sink 
qwckly 10to metaphors such as statements ''mirrored'' or ''pictured" 
facts, such that ''correspondence" becomes a mysterious relation (Devitt 
1984, p.26). On the other hand, attempts to explain truth in terms of 
correspondence to facts are caught in an inherent circularity between 
the notion of facts and that of truth. Truth holds of a statement in virtue 
of its corresponding to a fact, while the fact is what the statement corre
sponds to. If facts are merely entities to which true statements corre
spond, it is manifestly circular to def10e truth in terms of fact, since facts 
can be defined only in terms of their correspondence to truths. So, b 
the same token, it is impossible to elucidate the ootion of fact in term: 
of correspondence to true statements without a vicious circularity 
(Hamlyn 1962, pp. 198-199). 

It seems to me that the real threat to the correspondence notion of 
facts consists in a danger of assimilating facts to true propositions so to 
exclude the possibility of a substantive correspondence theory o n 
which the notion is based. To see this, let us consider the role of Russel
lian propositions (arrangements of the referents of linguistic expres
sions, given their senses) and Fregean propositions (arrangements of the 
~enses of linguistic expressions) in the correspondence notion of facts 
10 tu.ro. 

When Russell defines facts (Russellian facts) as the kind of entities that 
make propositioos true or to which true propositions correspond, the 
definition seems referential since it does not tell us what kind of entity it 
is. But this is not the case. Russellian true propositions are composed of 
the same sort of entities (objects, properties, and relations) as facts are. 
Therefore, it would be more appropriate to say that Russellian proposi
ions, when true, are idenlical lo facts, rather than to say that facts are 
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0 
ositioos correspond lo. In other words, for aoy Russel-

UUC pr P · th '' · 1 ''It is a fact that nmp<>sition that p, ''It 1s true at ~ stmp y me~ns . 
r-- osed of the same ob1ects, properttes or relattons ex-(._th are comp . 

..,,_ rld Borrowing Strawson's commeot, Russelliao facts aod 
in the wo · 

'tio ns indeed fit each other since they are identical and uue propost . . 
fi h Other But this means that nothing makes a propos1-..-Ie or eac · .. 

uue or nothing to which a true propos1tton corresponds. Wh~t we 
say is only that a proposition, wheo true, corresponds to 1tself. 

it does not make sense at ali to say tha~ .ª fact is what make~ a 
• • 

0 
ttoe or that to which a true propos1t1on corresponds s1nce 

sttlO d Th 'biliº is oothing for a true proposition to correspon to. e poss1 ty 

• substantive correspondence theory of truth on which the corre
odeoce notion of facts is based is excluded. We cannot make sense 

the correspondence facts. 
Tuming to Fregean propositions, there are two ways to go to define 

(Horwich 1990, p. 114). One option is t~ ~troduce Fregean fa~ts in 
of correspondence to Fregean propos1ttons: a Fregean fact 1s the 

of entity to which a Fregean proposition corresponds. According 
this definition, the (Fregean) fact that Phosphorous is Phosphorous is 
t the same as the (Fregean) fact that Phosphorous is Hesperus, for the 
ngean) proposition that Phosphorous is Phosphorous is not the same 
the (Fregean) proposition that Phosphorous is Hesperus. Presumably, 
nature of Fregean facts is fully determined by the nature of Fregean 

d*OP<>sitions. Fregean facts so defined are not independent of the 
qean propositions which state them. In fact, there is no other way to 

apecify a fact except by meaos of that-clauses, here, Fregeao proposi
.sioas. Aoy attempt to specify a Fregean fact independently of the mak
~ of a Fregean proposition is fruitless. Therefore, Fregean true propo
:lWoos and Fregean facts are internally interdependent. If so, Fregean 
p positions, when true, would be identical to Fregean facts for there 
~d be nothing independent of Fregean propositions to appeal. Once 
iptn we would be excluding the possibility of a substantive correspon
t'leoce theory. 

We might also define Russellian facts in terms of Fregean proposi
liona: a Russellian fact is the kind of entity to which a Fregean proposie w:en true, co rresponds .. ~s is, in effect, _Wittgenstein's ''pictu.re 

.fe ry. ~~re, Fregean propos1ttons and Russellian facts are totally d1f
- rent enttties; the former are abstract lioguistic entities while the latter 
la concrete extra-linguistic entities. Fregean propositions must be 
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compared with Russellian facts in order to discover whether the former 
corresponds to the latter. To compare, the propositions and the facts 
must be entities that are independent of each other but of the same 
kind. Then, how can two different kinds of entities, i.e., Fregean propo
sitions and Russellian facts, correspond to each other? One might point 
out that Fregean propositions and Russellian facts can be correspond to 
each other by meaos of referential relation: a Fregean proposition con
sists of elements arranged in a certain logical forro, and the corre
sponding Russellian fact consists of the referents of the elements ar
ranged in the same logical form as in the Fregean proposition. However, 
this referencial interpretation of the correspondence between facts and 
propositions is not allowed by a correspondence theory of fact for it 
would reduce the correspondence to facts to the correspondence to 
things. Either way, to define a fact as that to which a Fregean proposition 
corresponds would lose the substance of the correspondence theory of 
facts. 

To sum up, we cannot make sense of the correspondence notion o f 
facts. If the alleged facts are concrete as objects are, then it is not clear at 
all why we should introduce the concept of correspondence facts in the 
first place; if the alleged facts are abstract, then they would be e qua te d 
to, instead of correspond to, true propositions. To the best of m y 
knowledge, the correspondence notion of facts is the most plausible 
candidate for abstract mind-independent facts. The failure of the corre
spondence facts leads to my conclusion that there are no mind
independent abstract facts. 

3.3 A Misconception of the Nature of Facts 

To enforce the conclusion we have reached so far that there are no 
extra-linguistic, mind-independent facts (either concrete or abstract) , it 
is necessary to point out a misconception of the nature of facts shared 
by externa} factual realists: iliat facts have sorne hidden structure or the 
intrinsic essence, the special quality that all facts supposedly have in 
common, out there in the world awaiting for us to discover. For exam
ple, George Adam describes such an underlying nature of facts as fol
lows: 

You mean by "fact" that which has a determinate nature of its own, quite in
dependent of our human fmding and making, our interests, hypotheses and 
assumptions. You mean by "fact," as Mr. Roelofs reminded us, that which is 
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untouched by aoy theory of ours, that which retains its own intrinsic oature 
in tbe face of competing, altemative and changing theories, interests and per-

n.ves Facts are the constituents of reality (Adam 1931, pp. 204-205). spec · 

21 

We can trace such an insight about the substancial nature of facts to a 
misleading linguistic analogy based on the pattern of subject-predicate 
sentences. The sentence, ''That p is a fact," has the same subject-

redicate structure as other sentences such as ''Betty is a cat." In the sen
~ence ''Betty is a cat," the predica.te ''is a cat'' distributes the subject to 
tbe pre-existing category "cats." Thus, it seems that the predicate ''is a 
fact," distributes certain complex entities to a pre-existing ontological 
category ''facts." There is sorne underlying def1I1ing nature shared by all 
entities fa11ing in the category ''facts," just as there is sorne essential fea
ture shared by all individual cats. Although we might be wrong, or might 
never know about this intrinsic nature, it is out there awaiting us to re-

veal. 
I doubt whether such a linguistic analogy is legitimate. We might ask 

whether there is much to be said for a parsing of ''That pis a fact'' which 
would make it out to be like ''Betty is a cat'' in respect to anything be
yond its superficial grammatical forro. The expression might have a 
meaning somewhat disguised by its superficial grammatical form. The 
word ''exists'' provides a notorious classical example. We are facing the 
same sort of problem here. Unlike most other ordinary predicates, ''is a 
fact" is not used to distribute certain entities to a pre-existing ontological 
category called ''facts." The role of facts is not what it seems. I suspect 
that the externa! factual realism's attempt to discern the essence of facts 
is just a pseudo-problem based on syntactic overgeneralization of the 
pattern of subject-predicat~ sentences. 

In fact, the linguistic analogy between the fact predicate and ordinary 
predicates is illegitimate. In many occasions the fact predicate is elimi
nable in a way which a common name such as "cat'' is not. This is be
cause, in many contexts, the predicate ''is a fact'' serves simply as an em
phatic device for assertion, the occurrence of which marks the 
speaker's commitment to the truth of an implied sub-assertion. For ex
ample, the sentence, ''It is a fact that Napoleon was boro in Corsica," 
simply meaos that Napoleon was boro in Corsica, which can be ex
pressed by the sentence, ''Napoleon was boro in Corsica'' (Black 1964, 
P· 32). Even in many other occasions in which it is not appropriate to 
eliminate the term ''fact'' totally, we can still convert a fact predicate into 
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ao adverbial phrase. For example, the senteoce ''It is a fiact that Snow i 
hi '' s w . te ,, c~n ~e conveyed by a near equivalent seotence, ''Soow is in ja et 

white. Similarly.' we can say, ''Snow is tru!J white'' instead of say, ''It ¡ s 

true that ~now is white." There is no oecessity to think of a fact phrase 
as a pred.icate of that-clause. For this reasoo, '"It is fact that p' is best un
derstood, oot as a predication, but as a co-ordination of the two clauses 
which it comprises, so as: 'It is fact: p' or 'A fact: p', the 'it' being a mere 
dummy proooun rather than a stand-in for what follows'' (Rundle 1993 
p.16). In addition, the grammatical subject of a fact-stating sentence i~ 
n~t a real logical subject. The reasons are much as with the accepted de
rual_ that the ~rammatical subject of an existencial senteoce is a logical 
subJect. A logtcal subject usually has a genuine refereot. But a that-clause 
(a noun clause) is surely a most implausible contender for the role of re
ferring to something. As Russell and Wittgenstein have argued, that
clause cannot be used to designa/e or reftr to anything, but can ooly be 
used to state something. So that-clause should be denied a referencial 
role in ''I t is a fact that p. '' 

There are no extra-linguistic, mind-indepeodent facts, no matter 
whether they are concrete or abstract. So externa! factual realism fails. 
But I have to emphasize that this cooclusion does not imply that facts do 
not exist as anti-factualism claims. It only meaos that facts are not mind
indepeodent worldly items. 

4. Facts as True Propositions 

If facts do not exist in the world as mind-independent, extra
linguistic entities, then it seems more promising to say that facts, if they 
are _real, can be found within the bound of language.5 Despairiog of 
finding s~me type of entity in the world itself with which to equate facts, 
sorne phil~sophers have tried to equate them with propositions, o r 
more prec1sely, with true propositions. For them, the thesis that facts 
are specified by true statements suggests that facts are not just depend
ent of the propositioos which state them but rather identical to the 
propositioos themselves.6 Accordiog to Bolzano, facts are true proposi-

5 In a broad sense of linguistic entities which in elude sentences statemeots an d 
pr~positioos. Strictly speaking, we should call them quasi-linguistic 'entities to distin
gu1sh them &om pure linguistic eotities such as words or utteraoce. 

6 I_t is obvious. that Russ~~an true propositions do not fit such a description of 
facts s1nce Russelliao propostttons are extra-linguistic entities as Russellian facts are. 
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tions. Bolzano holds that there is a certain kind of entity which finishes 
the content of mental acts of judging and the meanings of sentences. 
Tbese entities, which we can cal! propositions, are neither mental enti
ties like the act of asserting or judging nor pure linguistic entities (in a 
oarrow sense) like utterances. Instead they are abstract linguistic entities. 
The category of propositions divides further into two kinds, true 
propositions and false propositions; the former being ''facts.'' Like 
Bolzaoo, many natural factualists claim that equating facts with true 
propositions is the only alternative for denial of facts as concrete enti-

• tics. 
Looking for facts within language comes closer to truth than looking 

for them in the world as it is. There is obviously a close conceptual con
nection between facts aod true propositions as suggested in our minimal 
definition of facts. Although a more roundabout equivalence between 
the notion of facts and that of truth propositions remains a possibility 
(this is what I want to explore later), it is wrong to simply identify facts 

with true propositions. 
The reason why there is no simple equation of facts with true propo

sitions is not that facts, as externa! factual realists c]aim, are what exist out 
there in the world which make propositions true when they are true. 
There is no foundation to hold that facts are mind-independent, extra
linguistic entities to which true propositions correspond. But dismissing 
the existence of miod-independent facts does not reduce facts to linguis
tic entities, i.e., true Fregean propositions. The notions of facts and true 
propositions are essentially different. The employment of the notion of 
facts presupposes the existence of such a world under consideration. 
We find ourselves with certain ways of thinking (modes of thought) 
about this worlcl These are reflected within language in the existence of 
certain distinct uses of expressions; e.g., we name things by referring 
expressions, attribute properties by describing expressions, and specify 
facts by that-clauses. We can explain a category of beings only by refer
ence. to the modes of thought by which we specify it. Facts are entities 
specified by the making of true statemeots; hence they are merely what 
true statements specify. But what is specified by a true statement is not 
the same thing as the true statement used to specify. What is specified 

!: fact, what the advocates of tdentification of facts with true propositions tcy to do is 
reduce Russellian fa F · · S d º · · fi cts to regean propos1ttons. o our 1scuss1on here will ooly 

OC:Us 0 ° Fregean propos1ttons. 
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exists in a world under consideration, whereas the true statement used to 
specify is correlated conceptual entity existing within a language 0 r 
thought (in broad sense). Using Austin's words, '' 'Fact that' is a phrase 
designed for use in situations where the distinction between a true 
statement and the state of affairs about which it is a truth is neglected ... 
So speaking about 'the fact that' is a compendious way of speaking about 
a situation involving words and world'' (Austin 1950, p.118). For this rea
son, we can say that the category of facts arises at the frontiers between a 
world under consideration and language / thought (our representation of 
it). Therefore the notion of fact is a metaphysical one. In contrast, the 
notion of propositions have theit home in semantics. The contrast is 
clear when the propositions are construed as Fregean propositions 
which are thought or meaning of correlated sentences. Facts are made 
up of the various objects, properties, and relations while propositions 
are made up of the concepts of them. 

One might object that even if the notion of facts and that of true 
propositions are essentially different (the former is metaphysical while 
the latter semantic), there is still a one-to-one correspondence relation 
between a fact and a true proposition. ''For every true statement there 
exists 'one' and its own precisely corresponding fact--for every cap the 
head it fits." (Austin 1950, p.117) In this sense, we could still say that facts 
are identical (in a broad sense) wíth true ptopositions. 

However, true propositions and facts, although related closely, are 
not related in a one-to-one correspondence. Here, for the sake of argu
ment, let us use the language of the correspondence theory of facts. 
Imagine the following situation: suppose that J ohn loves J enny and Bill 
loves her also. And suppose that Jenny's mother knows Bill and the rela
tionship between Jenny and Bill; Jenny's father <loes not know Bill but 
f10ds out somehow that the boy in the green dress (who is actually Bill) 
loves Jenny. (a) Then, the fact that Bill leves Jenny makes both J enny's 
mother's belief that Bill loves Jenny and Jenny's father's belief that the 
hoy in the green dress loves Jenny true. Clearly Jenny's father's and 
Jenny's mother's objects of beliefs (Fregean propositions) are distinct 
and neither of two beliefs entails the other. That meaos that one and the 
same fact may make true more than one proposition neither of which 
entails the other. (b) It is obvious that the one and the same fact can 
make more than two propositions true if either of them entails the 
other. The fact that Bill loves Jenny makes both the proposition that Bill 
loves Jenny and the proposition that someone loves Jenny true since the 
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forroer entails the latter. (e) Two distinct, unrelated facts can make one 
roposition true. Either the fact that John loves Jenny or the fact that Bill 

foves Jenny makes the proposition that someone loves Jenny true, but 
the proposition asserts neither of two facts. That meaos that a fact which 
makes a proposition true is not necessarily the fact which is asserted o r 

specified by the proposition. 

5. Interna! Fac tua l Realism 

To recapitulate what we have gained so far based on our minimal 
deflOition of facts: (a) what are specified by true statements are not iden
tical to true propositions expressed. Facts are not linguistic entities; (b) 
what are specified by true statements are not to which a true statement 
corresponds. Facts are not mind-independent, either as concrete enti
ties in the universe or as abstract entities in the world as it is. 

We are left with two alternatives. According to anti-factualism} if facts 
are neither in the world as it is nor within language, then ''facts'' fail to b e 
true of any entities whatsoever. A fact becomes a pseudo-material cor
relate of a true statement and therefore is not real in any substancial 
sense. Then we fall back ditectly to the tradicional Aristotelian meta
physics, i.e., the world is the totality of things instead of facts. It is be
yond the scope of the current paper to make a complete evaluation be
tween these two competing concepts of ontology: the world as the to
tality of thing (thing-ontology) and the world as the totality of facts (fact
ontology). For my limited purpose, I have taken the stand of fact
ontology from the outset. To repeat our question of concern: ''If the 
World is a totality of facts, then what sort of facts are there in the world? 
Where are facts?'' 

The other alternative would be: based on our previous arguments 
that facts are neither linguistic nor mind-independent and that facts are 
n~t concrete entities in the universe, facts would be non-linguistic, 
llllnd-dep endent, abstract complex entities specified by true state
ments. Facts are real correlates or objective counterparts of true state
ments. If so, where are they on earth? Interna! factual realists reply: a 
fact, as li · · 1 . a non- ngu1stlc corre ate of a true statement of a language, exists 
lD a World specified by the language. 

1 have argued in section 2 that there is a necessary conceptual bond 
~etween true statements and facts. The category of facts is specified only 
Y the making of true statements; hence they are merely what true 
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statements specify. The concept of facts would have no application for 
anyooe who <lid not know what it was to make a true statement. ~t would 

be wrong to assert that there is any other way except by making true 

statements in which the facts may be specified. To this extent, the o b
taining of facts in general is dependent on our linguistic speakers, i.e., 

our being able to make true statements. Of course, this <loes not. mean 
that facts have nothing to do with the structure of a world. The not:lon o f 

facts arises from a consideration of ways of thinking about the world. 
The employment of the notion of facts presupposes the ex:istence of a 

world perceived by the speaker. This world should have some ~xed 
structure; otherwise the possibility of stating facts would not have ar1sen 

either. For example, if the world perceived by the speaker is a 
Heraclitean world of constant flux, it would be impossible to say any

thing, not to mention to make a true statement. So our employm~nt . of 
the notion of facts depends upon both the existence of an obJeCttve 
world around the speaker and the speaker's ability to make true state-

ments. 
The evaluation of a declarative sentence should be conceived as 

comprising two seldom-separated stages. First, determine . the trut~
value-status of the sentence: is it a candidate for truth or fals1ty? To th1s 

question, the aoswer is language-dependeot. And second, supposing a 
positive answer to the fust, is the statement true? Therefore, whether a 

statement is true depends oo whether the sentence of a language L 
which states the statement has a truth-value. Whether or not a sentence, 

when considered within L, has a truth-value is determined in turn b Y 

whether a semantic presupposition of the sentence is true in L. Tbis is 
because, according to Strawson's trivalent semaotics (Strawson 1950), 

the truth of a semantic presupposition of a sentence is necessary for tbe 

truth or falsity of the sentence. For example, seotence K ''The present 

king of France is bald," presupposes sentence Ka: ''The present king ~ f 
France exists." K is true or false only when Ka is true; otherwise K is nei

ther true nor false. 
Core sentences of many theoretical laoguages, such as scientific la~-

d 1 · pos1-guages, presuppose some common fuo amenta semant:lc presup 
tions. For example, the existence of phlogiston is presupposed by ~u
merous core sentences of the language of pblogiston theory. Likewise, 
the assumption that there exists absolute space and time underlies tbe 

d · Tbese core sentences of the Newtonian language of space an time. 
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h ed fundamental semantic presuppositions of a laoguage are referred 
;
0 
~s its metaphysical presuppositions, which are contiogent factual pre

mptioa s about the world perceived by the language community. A 
su . la b . b sentence may state a true statement in oae nguage, ut tt may e oot 

ertable or has no truth-value at ali in another. As an example, consider ass 
the following two Newtoniao sentences about simultaneity and prece-

dence (Gaifmao, 1984). 

(A) Event e and event e are simultaneous: 't (e) = 't (e). 
1 2 1 2' 

(B) Event e
1 

precedes event e
2

: 't (e
1
) < 't (e). 

A aod B make perfect seose aod are true-or-false in Newtonian physics 

since, for Newton, physical events happen within a self-existing, ordered 

Jine of time points independent of aoy eveot. However, accordiog to the 
relativity theory, precedeoce may depend on the coordina te sys tem 
&om which the eveots are viewed. More precisely, if in sorne coordinate 

system the events are separated by distance d aod time 6t and d > c X 6t 

(e =light velocity), then their temporal arder depends on the coordi
nate system. Therefore, to ask, ''Does event ei precede e2?" or ''A.Ie ei 

and e2 simultaneous?'' without specifying a coordinate system is to ask a 

factually meaningless question. This is because the notion of absolute si

multaneity presupposes the existence of an absolute time ordering 
which is denied by the relativity theory. Thus A and B have no truth

values from the relativistic poiot of view. Similarly, the language of phlo
giston theory presupposes the existence of phlogiston. To say, ''The 
elcment a is not richer in phlogiston than the elernent b'' presupposes 

that ''There exists phlogiston." The sentence rnay be true when consid
ered withio the language of phlogiston theory, but it is neither true oor 

false when considered within the language of modero chemistry theory. 

If a fact is whatever is specifi.ed by a true statement, and whether o r 
not a statement is true is language-dependent, then a fact tums out to b e 

language-dependent. That meaos that facts are relative to a theoretical 
language and exist in the world specified by the language. There are no 
•bsolute mind-independent facts out there awaiting us to discover. Sorne 
theory, language, conceptual scheme, or theoretical preconception is 

the indispensable medium through which we appreheod facts. Not to 
lllention sorne facts dealing with theoretical entities (such as the fact that 
9ate . 

r is composed of oxygen and hydrogen), even the most comrnon 
ec>nceivable facts concerning detectable properties of sorne observable 
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common objects (such as the fact that this flower is red) are still pene
trated with sorne theoretical framework. What could be further beyond 
question than the fact that my peo is blue? However, even this fact pre
supposes sorne theoretical ass11mptions which are at risk against the 
following metaphysical claim: that the secondary qualities are subjective. 
The situation here alluded to is fmii1iar enough. The matter requires no 
elaboration here. Ali facts are language/theory ladeo. A def1nite and spe
cific theoretical context is operative in the initiation (creation), identifica
tion, recognition, and description of every fact. Rid yourself of every 
theoretical preconception, and facts are banished also. 

More significantly, facts are not just language-dependent in general, 
but sometimes a state of affairs which is a fact when coosidered within 
one theoretical language may not be a fact, even may not be a possible 
fact,7 when considered within another theoretical language, since the 
statemeot used to describe the state of affairs may be true in the first 
language but false or neither true nor false in the second language. Sup
pose that a statement that the element a is richer in phlogiston than the 
element b is true when considered within the laoguage of phlogiston 
theory. Then the state of affairs specified by the statement is a fact ex
isting in the world specified by the language. But the apparently same 
state of affairs is not a fact, not even a possible fact, wheo considered 
within the language of modero chemistry; since the corresponding sen
teoce is neither true nor false when considered within the latter lan
guage. That meaos that maoy facts--although oot all facts--are relative to 
each distinct language aod caonot be the same across distinct worlds 
specified by those distinct laoguages. Similarly, seotence A may be a fact 
within the Newtonian language but not a fact, not even a possible fact, 
within the language of relativity theory. 

7 A possible fact is ao extra-lioguistic sentential correlate which is cocrelated with 
a sentence with a truth-value. For example, the states of affairs specified by either the 
statement that snow is white or the statemeot that snow is black are aU possible facts. 
A state of affairs is a possible fact from the perspective of a tbeoretical language L if 
aod only if thc sentence used to specify it, wben considered within the context of L, is 
true or false. Since tbe truth-value-status of a sentence is language-dependent, whether 
or not a state of affairs specified by the senteoce is a possible fact is laoguage
depeodent. The state of affairs specified by the sentence, "The mixture of yin ao_d 
rain makes people sleepy," is a possible fact from the point of view of Chinese medt
cal theory. However, the same state of affairs is not a possible fact from a Western 
physician's point of view. 
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Geoerally put, what is acclaimed as factual in language L is often seen 
1 

to be non-factual in language l.i, because in L.i a new horizon of fact h as 
appeared which, in its tura and in a different language, will be judged to 
be non-factual. It is only such an influx of fresh fact which dislodges old 
fact from the domain of factuality aod stamps it as non-factual. There
fore, the alleged difference between fact and non-fact should be viewed 
merely as the distinction between two different sets of facts, each set 
specified within different theoretical languages. 

Does it follow that the distinction between fact and non-fact is 
hereby deprived of any ultimate validity since it appears that we can turn 
at wil1 a fact into a non-fact by switch of theoretical languages? No, we 
can still draw a valid distinction between fact and non-fact. Facts are still 
objective. For once a specific language is chosen, there is no room for 
negotiation; the distioction between fact aod non-fact is fixed. Astro
nomic events that are simultaneous in one frame of ref erence are suc
cessive in another. But that two events are simultaoeous (or are succes
sive) is a fact (or is not a fact) in one specific frame of reference. From 
the possibility of mutual transformation of facts into non-facts, it <loes 
not follow that the distinction between facts and non-facts is shaky and 
hazardous. However, such objectivity might seem spurious if we can 
switch languages at will. The problem is that even though we can con
struct an appropriate language that determines and fixes a fact, we can
not construct whatever we want and we cannot switch languages at will. 
Although we can construct a language in which the event of ei preceding 

event e2 is a fact, we caonot construct a language in which that e1 hap

pens prior to and posterior to e2 turns out to be a fact. 

6. Conclusion 

The tradicion al questions, ''What is a fact?" or ''When do we use the 
phtase 'is f: f ;>'' · · 1 · have 

80 
ª . ac .' .1s mis eading. -~he q~estion seems to suggest that f ac ts 

. me 1ntrtns1c nature awa!tlng d1scovery. Extemal factual realism 
~s as an attempt to answer such a question. Such an attempt is 
.;;med to failure for there are no mind-independeot facts. Most (if not 

f: 
facts are language-dependeot. Our task is not to make sense of so me 

un athomabl . b . 
L_ • e entity, ut 10 so far as there is a problem it is one of 
IUlOWln h . , 

g w en we are entitled to proclaim something a fact. So the 
Dlorc app · . 
Use roprtate question to ask about facts should be: ''How do we 

the phrase 'i f: t'"''' ''Wh. s a ac r or en are we entitled to proclaim so me 
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complex entity a fact?'' Such a switch in the way of asking questions 
about facts is necessary and illumioating. The answer to the question has 
to be language dependent. 

• J uniata College 
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